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Build Your Own Electric VehicleMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Go Green-Go Electric!    Faster, Cheaper, More Reliable     While Saving Energy and the Environment
This new, updated edition of Build Your Own Electric Vehicle contains everything that made the first edition so popular while adding all the technological advances and new parts that are readily available on the market...
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The Handbook of Global Companies (HGP - Handbooks of Global Policy)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The Handbook of Global Companies brings together original research addressing the latest theories and empirical analysis surrounding the role of global companies in local, national, and international governance.

	
		Offers new insights into the role of global companies in relation to policy and governance at local,...
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Inflammation, Advancing Age and Nutrition: Research and Clinical InterventionsAcademic Press, 2013

	The book provides a comprehensive overview to understanding the integrated impact of the concepts of cellular and molecular aspects, models, environmental factors, and lifestyle involved in premature aging. Additionally, it examines how functional food, dietary nutraceuticals or pharmacological compounds can reverse inflammation and premature...
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Estuarine EcologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Estuaries are among the most biologically productive ecosystems on the planet--critical to the life cycles of fish, other aquatic animals, and the creatures which feed on them. Estuarine Ecology, Second Edition, covers the physical and chemical aspects of estuaries, the biology and ecology of key organisms, the flow of organic matter...
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Information and Communications Technology for Competitive IntelligenceIdea Group Publishing, 2003
Competitive Intelligence can be described as producing and processing information about the environment of an organization for strategic purposes. To formulate a strategy, an organization needs to collect and process information about its environment—about, for instance, competitors, customers, suppliers, governments, technological trends or...
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Intelligent Systems for Automated Learning and Adaptation: Emerging Trends and ApplicationsInformation Science Publishing, 2009
Intelligent Systems for Automated Learning and Adaptation: Emerging Trends and Applications presents methodologies, architectures, and approaches on experiential automated learning. This critical mass of sought after research assembles the most intriguing and innovative applications, advancements, and leading studies on the...
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Hierarchical Voronoi Graphs: Spatial Representation and Reasoning for Mobile RobotsSpringer, 2009
Voronoi graphs and their hierarchical extensions have become a widely used tool for deriving abstract spatial representations from environmental data. They are currently being studied and applied in several subfields of computer science such as AI and robotics, computational geometry, and geoinformatics.

This book investigates the...
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Principles of Environmental Physics, Fourth Edition: Plants, Animals, and the AtmosphereAcademic Press, 2013

	Principles of Environmental Physics: Plants, Animals, and the Atmosphere, 4e, provides a basis for understanding the complex physical interactions of plants and animals with their natural environment. It is the essential reference to provide environmental and ecological scientists and researchers with the physical principles, analytic...
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Drugs Compromising Male Sexual HealthSpringer, 2008

	This concise drug guide lists 500 substances, such as pharmaceutical drugs, lifestyle drugs, and environmental toxicants, which show documented untoward effects on the male sexual organs and their functions. All substances are listed in user-friendly alphabetical order with a uniform structure throughout the book. Each listing includes...
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Air Power and Freight: The View from the European Union and China (SpringerBriefs in Energy)Springer, 2019

	
		This book addresses the challenges of planning sustainable freight transport systems (road and air) in a time when the industry faces increasing pressure from environmental limits, climate change, carbon emission targets, bottlenecks in oil supply, infrastructure shortages and urban congestion.  The author examines sustainable...
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Engineering ChemistryJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2007

	Engineers and scientists are required to master chemical principles because many of the problems they encounter involve chemical processes or the composition and properties of materials. This book is designed to present the fundamental concepts of chemistry as they relate to modern engineering applications. As an up-to-date reference it can...
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Bioremediation and Sustainability: Research and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Bioremediation and Sustainability is an up-to-date and comprehensive treatment of research and applications for some of the most important low-cost, "green," emerging technologies in chemical and environmental engineering. 
...
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